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HIGH VISIBILITY “YELLOW” DISPOSABLE HEEL GROUNDER

15"

To Install:
1. Remove the shoe and then remove the release paper

exposing the adhesive tape from the Heel Grounder
assembly.

2. Install the portion of the adhesive tape to the bottom of
the heel and up the back of the center of the shoe. " Very
important that the bottom of the heel where the adhesive
makes contact is clean first and is free of any oils or dirt
particles that will inhibit the adhesive tape from securing
correctly"

3. Place the Yellow High visibility non-adhesive section FLAT
between the inside of the shoe (between the sock and shoe)
and place your foot back into the show making good contact
with the Heel grounder.

4. Repeat the installation process with the other foot.

Meets the requirements of JEDEC-108/9, MIL-HDBK-263A, MIL-STD-1686, DOD-STD-2000.

Caution: The foot grounder is for ESD control. It will not reduce or increase your risk of receiving electric
shock when using or working on electrical equipment.

Features:
• Temporary use only. For use by visitors in ESD

protected areas.
• Two heel grounds are recommended for reliable

grounding and ESD protection, providing ground
when one foot is off the floor.

• Provides a conductive path to a grounded floor
surface around shoes (which are typically made of
insulated materials). Operator is grounded when foot
is in contact with grounded dissipative or conductive
flooring.

Note:
Desco recommends the use of foot ground tester item No.
19252, 19253, 98280/98273, or 98280/98254. 
For additional information on the use and maintenance of foot
grounders please ask for Technical Bulletins TB-2020, TB-2040,
and TB-3000.
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Adhesive Adhesive strip with removable liner

Charge Decay Less than .01 sec. FTMS-1018, Method 4046

Surface Resistivity 106 ohms ESD S4.1 @ 100V

5”


